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Company History

Our homebase

Let's connect!

KVM can be so simple
We turn complex applications into clever and intelligent KVM solutions and convince with innovative technology and a sensational price-performance ratio for many markets.

we have a passion for unusual shoes

for us they are symbolic of the innovative and dynamic footprints we place on the KVM world!

Our Company History

In 1978 Ing Dietmar Pfurtscheller founded his first company and his first invention as a one-man show was a logic analyzer that could record and store digital signals. While the personal computer was invented during these years, Dietmar has developed a user system based on the Z 80 microcomputer, as well as security systems for large areas with motion detection and night vision capability.

In the 1980s, the first high-resolution terminals were built that were pin-sharp and used by the German Lufthansa for pilot training. Also in these years the development of desktop publishing monitors for the company Nixdorf began, where Dietmar and his small team could assert themselves against 35 other competitors and won the contract.

In the early 1990s, the development of graphics cards began, where the PECAD HURRICAN graphics card led the industry every year at Autocad competitions in terms of speed.

In the mid-90s Dietmar developed industrial video converters, which are still in successful use today.

In 2004 the development of video signal transmission began and in 2005 the one-man business Ing. Dietmar Pfurtscheller was transformed into kvm-tec Gmbh. All technologies of the KVM Extender were developed in-house and so it has always been possible to get the maximum of technology out of the products.

2018 was celebrated - 40 years anniversary - a success story. In the last 10 years Dietmar and his kvm-tec team have managed to really take off and to market the products internationally via branches in US, sales department in China and sales partners - around the world.

.... And after the 4K Extender with worldwide new features, the kvm-tec team are already working on the next outstanding development!

“Being successful means living a great team culture with a focus on the unique personality of each team member and promoting it with openness and appreciation. The result are outstanding products & features with much more profit for the customer”.

Ingrid Pfurtscheller, MSc
... but develops with passion
All technologies are in-house developments:
• delay-free video transmission
• USB 2.0 transparent
• latency-free 4K transmission technology, similar to zip files, where the 4K signals are transmitted without delay
One of the benchmarks is to get the most out of the products and thereby achieve an excellent price-performance ratio.

... and makes big things come true
Switching systems with standard components up to 2000 endpoints and super-fast switching
Due to the in-house developed switching technology of kvm-tec there is almost no limitation in the number of endpoints in the switching system and due to the software control the individual endpoints (PC, monitor etc.) can behave passively. Thus, the endpoint only needs the information at the right switching moment, which results in less data reverence in large systems.
Switch up @work – the Intelligent kvm-tec Software Solution to manage all KVM extenders up to 2000 endpoints connected in a matrix switching system. The local and remote units can be connected or disconnected by touch or mouse click. For a quick overview, the extenders are optimally arranged and the extender status is highlighted in color.

... and has outstanding products
• the technology developed by kvm-tec enables a perfect combination of video compression and low (< 5ms) delay time
• all products are equipped with a transparent USB 2.0 transfer developed in-house. This enables tailor made solutions.
• transfer via only one cable and supports all USB devices
• perfect USB and video transmission for distances up to 160km/99mi
• delay free 4K technology transmission - 4K videos in real time in 4K 4:4:4 @ 8bit.

www.kvm-tec.com
We are happy to be an AWARD Winner OFFICE OF THE Year and would like to share our joy with you. We look forward to working in one of the most beautiful offices in the country every day, having fun, eating together, discussing and also to celebrate together ...

Our home Base
where all our technical ideas are born

Located in the middle of green fields, the home base (as the kvm-tec team affectionately calls it) was moved into in 2017 after a construction period of only eight months.

A great workspace

A place to work and develop, for good communication, for future ideas, to relax, for fun and much more: for living a life in full color. Connected to nature the building is equipped with state-of-the-art energy-saving equipment such as heat pump, photovoltaic system and electric filling station, electric car

Time out for a shared experience

In a wonderful location in the middle of the green field in Tattendorf, a natural swimming pond and a fitness room are included to keep the balance in everyday life. In addition to large and ergonomic workstations, great importance was also attached during the planning stage to providing plenty of space and space for relaxation and finding new innovative ideas. For example, very relaxed spaces for communication and brainstorming were created at the most diverse places in the house with unusual seating and office solutions. A large lounge area with a wonderful view is also available for relaxing.

Company culture

A further highlight is the large kitchen, in which fresh food is cooked daily for the employees and which is a place for common meals and celebrations with likewise great view of the swimming pond.

Ingrid shows the Award

Julia - Key account international & Brodric - Director Sales US are celebrating

Heidi and Birgit
Marketing & Sales Assistance have a lot of fun

Fabian - Key account international & Stefan - Key Account Austria are very relaxed

www.kvm-tec.com
made in EUROPE/Austria and excellent price performance

Since all core technologies are developed in-house at kvm-tec, we are more flexible, and can pass this price advantage on to our customers, offering an excellent price-performance ratio in the high performance area. We focus on transparency in the KVM High Performance World and you will find our recommended retail prices listed with each product on our website.

KVM TEC DISTRIBUTORS & SALES PARTNER

Our authorized kvm-tec Sales Partners in the KVM Global concept have built up a lot of know-how about kvm-tec products and each of our Sales Partners is an expert in his field. . . .

color one of our local partners, or get connected from our headquarter

office@kvm-tec.com
phone +43 2253 81912

www.kvm-tec.com
kvm-tec electronic gmbh
2523 Tattendorf – Gewerbepark Mitterfeld 1A – Austria
phone +43-2253 81 912 – email sales@kvm-tec.com

kvm-tec USA Sales
p+1 213 631 3663 & +43 225381912-22
email: officeusa@kvm-tec.com

kvm-tec ASIA-PACIFIC Sales
p +9173573 20204 email: sales.apac@kvm-tec.com

kvm-tec China Sales
P + 86 1360 122 8145
email: chinasales@kvm-tec.com
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